
 

Virgo digital label �nishers

  The Virgo’s core features o�er the user full flexibility, limitless variations in label design with a smooth workflow.
The Virgo digital label fnisher is truly the perfect on-demand short run label fnishing solution for those using
a digital color label printers and presses.
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» Short run label production in-house means reducing inventory
requirements and costs
» Producing full bleed labels will no longer be a nightmare
» Laminating for labels added durability (no need for special media)
» No need to order pre-die cut label rolls
» No need for ultra-precise label margin adjustment when printing in full
bleed
» No need to set up a minimum gap between labels when printing in full
bleed (saving on media)

  Through the software, the operator imports 
the cutting �le from Adobe Illustrator* or Corel 
Draw* and creates a black-mark inside the 
cutting �le.

  The camera detects the black-mark prin-
ted on the media and the software matches 
it with the black-mark created inside the 
cutting �le.

VRG14PL

Some bene�ts of using the Virgo Series:

  Virgo is a compact desktop fnishing system that unwinds, lamina-
tes labels for durability, digitally die cuts, removes excess label
material around each die-cut shape, slit, and rewinds o�ering you 
everything to professionally cut and fnish labels.

  The system provides a very accurate label fnishing solution 
using cutting plotter technology with reduced dimensions.
  This allows you to cut di�erent types of materials and shapes 
on the fly without the added cost of dies.
  The unit is also equipped with a cutter management tool that 
works in tandem with a camera forming an integrated optical 
black-mark registration system providing cutting speed optimization 
and avoiding synchronization issues.



Virgo digital label �nishers

* Virgo is a third party product, aesthetics may change on �nal product, and options selected
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More information at:
Web:  http://www.vipcolor.com

Email:  info@vipcoloreurope.com
Tel. :  +34 93 588 3018
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